Les bienfaits de

l’éducation artistique
Creativity

The arts encourage an innovative and creative mindset. They promote reflection and
sharing of positive experiences. This creativity and the sense of wonder also strengthen
their capacity in other academic disciplines.

For more information
about our summer
camp,
please contact us at:

780.461.3427
administration@galeriecava.com
Visit our website :

galeriecava.com
Register now, places are limited!

Self- discovery

Art allows one to express his joys and sorrows non-verbally. Self-expression and
self-invention via visual experience increases
self-confidence and allows self-discovery
from other angles.

Socialisation

The child learns how to respect others
through play. He develops an affinity to help
each other and empathize and also expresses
his personality while accepting differences.

Multiple intelligences

Artistic expression exists in various forms
which can be manual or cerebral/intellectual,
promoting problem solving. This is an important step in intellectual development.

-On our website : galeriecava.com
-In person : 9103 95 Avenue NW

French artistic camps at
CAVA from July 3 to
August 11, 2017
The summer camps at CAVA give the opportunity for kids to live a unique artistic
experience while practicing their french

Cost

245$ per week (5 days), save 45$ when
subscribing before May 1st. The cost includes art material.

Schedule

Monday to Friday, 9 am to 4 pm

Capacity

12 kids per group

Puppets Madness!

Journal Art

July 3 to 7
(5 à 9 years old)

July 10 to 14
(7 to 12 years old)

45$

2+taxes

Your child will learn how to create a
puppet in ¨papier maché¨.
Construction, paint, collage, and a lot
of techniques to discover. You will get
to see the premiere of this fantastic
story to the end of the week!
Make haste, the show will be sold out !

Photography
July 24 to 28
(9 to 13 years old) 245$
s
taxe
+

The kids will learn how to manipulate a
professional camera. They will learn the
basics of portrait : composition,
lighting, ISO, diaphgram and speed
shutter. The week will consist of
photography sessions and end with a
mini photography exhibition.

$
24ta5xes
+

July 17 to 21
$
(5 to 9 years old) 24ta5
s
e
x
+

Your child will learn to create their own

Your child will spend a week packed

journal …literally making the journal.

with activities! He will go over water-

We start with a simple binding, and use

color, collage, sculpture and drawing.

various artistic techniques to put our

This workshop allows one to work with

thoughts on paper! Pastel, watercolor

various media while learning the con-

and ink are on the menu!

cept of festivity in art history.

Little Monsters

Giant Cartoon Strip

July 31 to August 4
(6 to 12 years old) 245$

August 7 to 11
$
(6 to 12 years old) 24ta5
xes

Once upon a time in a forest full of
monsters and...your child will create
the rest! This week, they will create
their own’Papier maché’ head, and create a story they to present to you at the
end of the week.
Ready... Set... GRRR!!!

We will create a cartoon strip bigger
than ourselves! The workshop will be
papered/ (the walls of the workshop
will be covered) with our collective history which will be turned into pictures
during the course of the week. And
who knows ... maybe they will be the
youngest artists published in CAVA!

es

+tax

Subscribe before MaY
And save

Festive Art

15

45$on the regular price !

+

Thank you to our partners for their ongoing
support of our atistic summer camps :

